In vivo functioning and transplantable mature pancreatic islet-like cell clusters differentiated from embryonic stem cell.
Although the differentiation of embryonic stem (ES) cells to islet like clusters using differentiation method without employing gene transfer technique has been recently reported, neither endocrine granules in the cytoplasm nor in vivo function of differentiated islet like clusters has been demonstrated. To investigate whether ES cells could be differentiated to mature islet like clusters which show in vivo function after transplantation as well as retain endocrine granules in the cytoplasm by electron microscopic observation. In this experiment, using mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells as a model system for lineage specific differentiation, we tried to differentiate mES cells to pancreatic islet-like cell clusters (PICCs) through a series of treatments (4-step procedure). Differentiated PICCs were analyzed and characterized by various techniques, such as RT-PCR, immunohistochemistry, electron microscopic observation, in vitro static incubation test, and in vivo transplantation to diabetic animals. Differentiated islet-like cell clusters from ES cells using our newly developed method (four-step procedure) showed strong expression of essential specific genes to the endocrine pancreas and also specific genes to the exocrine pancreas demonstrating that these islet-like clusters were mature from the developmental biologic point of view. These differentiated cells clearly revealed many mature insulin secretory granules of pleomorphic shape in the cytoplasm as well as well-developed rough endoplasmic reticulum. In vitro study indicated that differentiated cells retain a potent insulin secretory responsiveness to glucose stimulation. Furthermore, the islet-like cell clusters significantly decreased high blood glucose levels almost to normal levels when grafted to streptozotocin-induced diabetic mice without induction of any teratoma formation after transplantation. Our results provide evidence that ES cells could differentiate to functioning and transplantable mature pancreatic islet-like cell clusters using our newly developed differentiation method without employing gene transfer technique. This study may lead to a basis for production of indefinite sources of islets that could be applicable for future clinical trial.